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RELEASE NOTES
VERSION: 2014.06

ENHANCEMENTS
General












Implemented ‘Use Company Pricing’. When ‘Use Company Pricing’ is enabled in iMIS, orders and registrations
will be charged at the company’s customer-type rate for any individuals linked to the company.
Implemented receipt subject line masks. This feature allows different subject lines to be generated when
receipts and confirmations are emailed to customers.
o New General Lookup/Validation table: STORE_RECEIPT_SUBJECT_LINES
Increased performance in image thumbnail processing.
Updated modal window design.
New Store_Settings:
o IntSearchRecordsPerPage – this new setting controls how many records per page are returned in a
search. Searches are now shown in a paginated format with page number, next page and previous page
indicators. Discontinued use of IntMaxSearchResults and MaxSearchResultsMessage settings.
Added a feature to send an email to the ‘errorsto’ address in the appSettings.config file when a PayPal void
occurs on a transaction.
Added support for http and https in links in receipts.
Added ‘Immediate Add to Cart’ functionality to add items into the cart from a hyperlink.
Added to the description that all kits should have at least one "product" in them even if they are a kit of
events.

Events




Title and Company field will now collapse when registering someone else instead of being hidden if they are
designated to not display.
Added quantity and removed event title to function listing for registrations in the cart.
Added event title and date to registrations displayed on the myorders.aspx page.

Billing






Added new field to ATS_DUES user-defined table - PROFILE. This field will store the name of a SQL view that
will prevent people from continuing through the dues process. The view needs to contain two fields: ID and
NOTE. The ID is the ID that is no longer eligible to continue and the NOTE is the message they will see.
Implemented Criteria field in ATS_DUES table. This field is used to store the name of a SQL view that selects
the ID’s of the records allowed to use that entry. Mainly used if Member Type/Category/Status combination is
not sufficient.
Added kits of dues products. New General Lookup table: STORE_DUES_KITS

Orders



Added a method to recognize reversal of electronic orders and Show “Cancelled” on My Orders page.
Added support for https in electronic items.
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RESOLVED ISSUES
General












Modified batch creation to honor EventSeparateBatch setting in Batch_Settings table.
Modified batch creation to honor the option to put events in separate batches, even when an event
registration was not the first transaction of the day.
For checkout windows we pass a set of parameters that can be used by the checkout window. Those include
BT_ID, ST_ID, SUBSCRIPTION_TRANS_ID, DONATION_TRANS_IDS, DUES_TRANS_IDS, and ORDER_IDS. The
parameter BT_ID was spelled incorrectly.
Corrected dues and orders receipt so that the date would display consistently (MMMM, dd, yyyy).
Clear security code field when a credit card fails.
Corrected an issue if there was a cross sell general lookup table (STORE_CROSSSELL_EVENT_TO_PROD,
STORE_SUBSTITUTE_EVENT_TO_PROD, or STORE_UPSELL_EVENT_TO_PROD) and the product in the description
field was not a valid product code, the product page would not display.
Corrected issue with coupons where a notice would be displayed that items were removed from the cart with
the message "Cannot find product".
Corrected an issue where, if multiple coupons are used and one coupon in invalid, some items were
incorrectly removed from the cart.
Fixed an issue where the search autocomplete would not work when Store installed in root of web site.

Events


Changed event registration to not show functions using prefix QSTO for registrants if there were no fees for
that specific registrant class.

Billing


Resolved issue where the login button on the Dues page was sending users to the incorrect page, instead of
sending them to the login page.

Orders





Resolved an issue when a product was marked as show on web and was utilizing special pricing would result in
an error when searched in the store.
Changed the search results to show the master product instead of all of the child products, when the child
product was the first product in the search results.
Corrected an issue where ShowProductCategoriesBrief if marked as false would still display on the search
results page.
Corrected an issue where a product that was removed from a web category in iMIS would still
show in the search results.

Administrative Portal









Modified Bridge view pending orders report to not show orders where the order lines quantity was less than 1.
Corrected an issue where orders under the LMS Bridges would still display as Pending even after successfully
submitting the order.
Fixed issue with double-messaging in the admin portal when impersonating a user.
Corrected an issue where the export to excel button in the Admin Portal for coupons would not produce a
download file.
Modified the store to properly recognize WebCourseworks settings and products.
Updated administrative report that reported certification products with categories as invalid.
Modified bridges to check for isnumeric on uf_2.
Fix Simlogin to Set GUID Cookie for On Behalf Of Function When CookieEncryptionEnabled=True.
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